Gourmet Trail to the Tiers - Single Day Tour
Kick start your day with a visit to Entally Estate, a historic homestead with various
outbuildings, including Australia's oldest conservatory, chapel, stables & carriage house.
The property encompasses grand, park like surroundings with magnificent gardens and
a vineyard.
A quick dash across the road will have you arrive at The Kitchen at Entally House, the
perfect breakfast stop to fuel your body for the walk ahead.
You may be full after a delicious breakfast, but take in the next stop and trust us, you'll
thank us later. Deloraine Deli put together the most delicious hampers catering to those
adventurers who enjoy making a picnic part of a wilderness walk experience. Call ahead
and have them cater a hamper to your needs.
Make your way to Pine Lake for your first walk of the day. Consisting of a boardwalk
across alpine landscape of ancient pencil pines you will trek towards a perched lake.
Pencil pines are often seen around the shores of highland lakes and tarns, creating the
unique ambience of these beautiful areas of Tasmania.
Afternoon
Now that you've carved a path through Pine Lake, take the time to find a grassy knoll and
crack open the picnic hamper that's been perfectly packed for such a fine occasion.
Indulge in some of Tasmania's finest artisan goodies and graze on the local landscape.
After all that local produce it's lucky the next walk is a short one through myrtle forest
and up onto a spectacular promontory. Camera, phone, and instagram at the ready, it is
here you'll see (and get a snapshot) of the magnificent views of the Great Western Tiers
and Liffey Valley.
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